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New Partnership Launched to Eliminate Leprosy

The Task Force for Global Health has been chosen as the...
secretariat or hub for a new partnership to eliminate leprosy, a neglected tropical disease (NTD) that burdens more than an estimated 200,000 people each year. Read more

---

Slideshow - From the Airport to Arms: How A Flu Immunization Program Works in Mongolia

Seasonal flu vaccination programs can be a critical component to help countries combat disease outbreaks and pandemics. Read more

---

Blog - Polio Eradication Is on the Horizon: What It Will Take to Finish the Job

We are on the cusp of a historic moment for global public health. The potential exists for wild polio to be wiped out this year, becoming only the second human disease ever eradicated. Read more

---

Video - First Peek Inside Our New Headquarters

Join us on a tour of our new headquarters and see what our staff
headquarters and see what our sta
have to say about the space.
Watch here